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NEW
TOOLING
1:76 SCALE 
ERF LV 
FLATBED

SCALE PRICE
76BMC003 1:76 £18.95

NEWBMC Car Transporter & Two
Minis - BMC Competitions Dept

Three Piece Mini Set
SCALE PRICE

76SET20 1:76 £11.95

BMC Car Transporter & Two Minis - 
BMC Competitions Department
The Competitions Department of BMC at Abingdon was
the hub of the highly successful BMC and later BL race
and rally teams, operating during one of the most exciting
eras of motorsport.
You can now relive that excitement with our BMC
transporter, registered BMC 34, which is carrying two
classic Mini Coopers to the Salzburgring circuit.  The
transporter is decorated in bright red with a white upper
body and lots of gleaming chrome work. The BMC
lettering is printed along the sides and across the rear
doors in blue/white including the famous BMC rosette
emblem. The interior features a cream partition between

the driver’s cabin and the section carrying the cars. 
The rear doors on this model open to house the two
Mini Coopers.  No. 30 represents the car registered
666D of John Rhodes, whose name appears along each
side of the bonnet.  The red car with white roof proudly
bears the colourful sponsorship stickers along each side
of the body. No. 31 is John Handley’s car registered LRX
827E, also red with a white roof and emblazoned with
sponsorship stickers.
This is another Oxford release that would make a great
gift for any classic Mini or motorsport enthusiast – or just
treat yourself!



Land Rover Series II LWB Station Wagon - 44th Home Counties Infantry Div
The 44th Home Counties Infantry Division was a TA division formed in 1908 
and its history of active service includes both the First World War and
WWII.  The Division lasted for years afterwards until it disbanded in
1961.  Registered as a military vehicle
25 CL 51, our model relates to the
interim period leading up to the
Division’s disbanding.  

MILITARY 1:76
SCALE

Bedford OX Queen Mary Trailer - RAF 108 Repair Salvage Unit, Tunisia, 1943
For the 11th release of the Bedford OX Oxford have paired it with the Queen 
Mary trailer, which was a type of semi-trailer combination designed 
particularly for the carriage and recovery of aircraft.  It was 
used by the RAF and Royal Navy Fleet Air 
Arm during and after WWII.  
Our model is decorated in brown/grey 
brown camouflage with the RAF 
roundel on the front mudguard and is 
registered RAF66964.  The interior, 
steering wheel and the chassis are 
all black, while the rear trailer ends 
are painted white.  Note the spare 
wheel in the front of the trailer.

AEC Matador - 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders, Germany 1945
Another Oxford Military addition to the series of the AEC Matador is
as used towards the very end of WWII.  The cab is decorated in drab
olive green and dark grey camouflage effect to the sides with a dark
grey roof.  The interior is also moulded in olive green with a black
steering wheel.  The canvas back and bodywork are painted in drab
olive green with brown camouflage markings and brown roof.  The
rope ‘ties’ between the canvas back and the body are cleverly printed in
beige to achieve a realistic effect.  Another spot of realism is achieved with
the rear canopy windows which have been masked to show clear plastic moulding. 

CMP LAA Tractor Desert 2nd NZ 41 Battery
Some interesting historical detail is recalled with this latest
release on the Canadian Military Pattern WWII vehicle.  Here it
comes as used by the Commonwealth forces of New Zealand in
the Western Desert. 
Our model is decorated in the desert sand colour scheme with
slightly lighter beige ‘canvas’ back.  The military insignia are

reproduced in red, white and blue and the New
Zealand national emblem is also reproduced in black
and white on the rear nearside with a RAF roundel
on the cab roof.  SCALE PRICE

76CMP005 1:76 £8.95

NEWCMP LAA Tractor Desert
2nd NZ 41 Battery

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2007 1:76 £4.95

NEWLand Rover SII - 44th
Home Counties Inf Div

SCALE PRICE
76BD011 1:76 £14.95

NEWBedford OX Queen
Mary Trailer - RAF

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76AEC017 1:76 £11.95

NEWAEC Matador - 2nd Batt
Gordon Highlanders

CMP 1st
Canadian
Inf Div
Italy
1944

Bedford MWD
3rd Battalion
Grenadier
Guards

SCALE PRICE
76MWD005 1:76 £5.95

SCALE PRICE
76CMP001 1:76 £8.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN



Land Rover Series II - Dublin Fire Brigade
Our long wheelbase Land Rover makes a useful support vehicle to any collection
of Oxford’s emergency fire vehicles.  Registered LYI 850, as used by the Dublin
Fire Brigade, the model is decorated in all over red with contrasting silver
masking.  The interior is moulded in red with grey seating and a black
steering wheel. Externally, the Brigade’s multi-coloured crest features
on both doors and the realistic front grille, complete with detailed
Land Rover badge, is masked matt
black with silver overlay.  Another final
detail is the blue beacon in the centre
of the roof above the windscreen.

Mobile Canteen - NFS
The inscription on the side of this release reveals the background
to a most unusual livery on the Oxford Mobile Canteen.  In real
life this vehicle was presented to the National Fire Service (Fire
Force No. 10) by the Membership of the Order of the Eastern Star,
Manitoba, Canada.  The Order is reputed to be the largest fraternal
Masonic-type organisation in the world, open to both men and
women.  Founded in 1922, it seeks to help organisations not only
in Canada but worldwide.  The UK’s NFS obviously received this
vehicle from the OES in Canada.  
Decorated in mid grey with white lettering, the  model is
registered GJJ 815 and added detail includes the moulded door
with silver door handles on one side with a serving hatch, 
both of which are non-opening.

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76SCA02HB 1:76 £16.95

NEWScania Horsebox - Police

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2008 1:76 £4.95

NEWLand Rover Series II -
Dublin Fire Brigade

SCALE PRICE
76TR009 1:76 £7.95

NEWMobile Canteen - NFS

Scania Horsebox - Police
Only our second release on the new Scania
Horsebox tooling, this one should please those of
you who collect Police vehicles.  The model is
decorated in white and features the Police
‘Battenberg’ side panels in blue and yellow.  High
visibility chevrons in red and orange and printed
wording ‘Police Horses’ cover the back while special
effects see the rear body side windows tinted black
with satin black painted frames.  Police lettering is
printed on the horsebox sides and also above the
windscreen.  There is lots of detail on the front of
the cab too, which contains the distinctive Scania
radiator grille and HORSES printed in red above.

SCALE PRICE
76LRD005 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Discovery -
Nottinghamshire F & R 

SCALE PRICE
76ATV001 1:76 £7.45

Austin ATV - NFS 

SCALE PRICE
76CCP001 1:76 £4.45

Grey NFS Coventry
Climax Pump Trailer

SCALE PRICE
76SET24 1:76 £15.95

London Fire Brigade Set -
Dennis F106 & Austin Tilly

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN



1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Discovery 4 - Aintree Green
The dark green paintwork on this latest release of the newly
tooled Discovery, registered OV13 YHB, looks superb against
the silvered grille, light clusters and detailed wheels.
Additional masking to pillars, door handles and the sills 
is detailed in black.  The interior is also black with pale 
ivory seating, while a
final detail sees the
windows given a light
grey tint. 

Mini Coupé - Midnight Black/Red
The iconic Mini now in its 20th year of BMW ownership,
continues to evolve and the Mini Coupé launched in 2012
comprises the first two-seater Mini.  In John Cooper Works
trim, it is also the fastest production Mini ever, achieving 0-62

mph in 6.4 seconds and a top speed of 149 mph. 
Oxford’s second release off the newly tooled 1:76 version comes

in the eye-catching two-tone colour scheme of midnight black with red
roof, registered GY61 EYW.  A contrasting double stripe (black on the roof and red
on the body) runs along the bonnet, across the roof and down the back.  The MINI
marque features on the bonnet and also on the boot. Note too the WORKS
signature on the boot offside.  The model’s dramatic colour scheme is rounded off
with a black interior.

Mini 1275GT - Black
For lovers of the traditional iconic Mini, first launched in 1959, this sporty
1275 GT version will evoke many memories.  The second release on our
Oxford model is registered JUJ 939W, painted jet black with a beige
interior. Lots of chrome work adds to the racy image, enhanced
even further by the gold stripes running the length of the
lower body indicating its 1275 GT status, which would no
doubt have added
substantially to its proud
owner’s street cred!

NEWLand Rover Discovery 4 -
Aintree Green

SCALE PRICE
76DIS003 1:76 £4.75

SCALE PRICE
76MINGT002 1:76 £4.75

NEWMini 1275GT - Black

NEW5 Piece Vauxhall Set 

5 Piece Vauxhall Set - 
Friary, Cresta, Wyvern, FB & Viva
If you missed any of these models when they appeared as
singles in the Oxford range, you can now scoop them up
all in one go in a superb and highly colourful set as either
a treat for yourself or as an impressive seasonal gift.  
The five models comprise:
76CFE001 Vauxhall PA Cresta Friary Estate in Mountain
Rose/White, registered 4895 FH.  It comes complete with
amazing whitewall tyres, just like the original!  This model
was also the first off the new tool.
76CRE005 Vauxhall Cresta in Maroon/Silver Grey, 
registered 67 CBM.

76VWY004 Vauxhall Wyvern E series in bright blue,
registered YUS 813.
76FB002 Vauxhall FB Victor in two very vibrant shades of
Glade Green/Apple Green. Registration JAS 822.
76HB003 Vauxhall Viva HB in sizzling Monza Red, 
registered ODO 111H.

NEWMini Coupé - 
Midnight Black/Red

SCALE PRICE
76MC002 1:76 £4.75

SCALE PRICE
76SET30 1:76 £21.95



Healey Tickford - Black
We reviewed the first release of the brand new
Oxford model of the Healey Tickford in Issue 177,
painted in maroon and as raced in the 1953 Monte
Carlo Rally.  The second release is registered OTB
333 and is decorated in black with a detailed interior
in various depths of cream and brown.  Its gleaming
exterior also features a wealth of silver and chrome
to front and side window frames, radiator grille,
wipers, wheels, bumper and wheel arch guards.
There is even a GB plate on the boot beneath the
Healey signature.

Jaguar V12 - Light Blue
New tooling introduces one of the greatest and
most loved sports cars of all time in the shape of
the Series 3 E-type Jaguar which in real life
incorporated a new twelve-cylinder Jaguar V12
engine. The 2-door car was only available as a
convertible and 2+2 coupé and it is the latter that
Oxford have chosen to model.  It was produced
between 1971 and 1975 by Jaguar Cars Ltd and 
was an icon of British motoring.  During the lifetime 
of the E-Type, more than 70,000 were sold.
To launch our new 1:43 scale model, Oxford has chosen a
light  blue colour scheme with brilliant blue interior,
modelled on the vehicle registered JLG 1K.  The
dashboard is light brown, the gearstick silver and the
steering wheel beige/silver. Externally, all the trim has a

silver finish, including the wing mirrors and specially
designed solid style wheel inserts. Extra details include
the Jaguar badge on the front of the bonnet and the
Jaguar E-Type marque on the boot. 

1:43 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
HT002 1:43 £21.95

NEWHealey Tickford - Black

Lotus Elan +2 - Black/Silver
The fourth release on our 1:43 scale Lotus Elan +2 from
the 1960s is a replica of the car introduced by Lotus Cars
in 1967 as a two-door 2+2 seater coupé and is one of
the Lotus series that became known as the ‘60s Elans.
We have chosen for out latest model an elegant black
and silver colour scheme with a black interior and
registered LEX 228H.  Special attention has been applied
to replicate the original early pressed wheel hub option.
Additional detail also includes the yellow and green Lotus
badge and the word LOTUS in silver across the bonnet.
The Lotus + 2 marque is also printed in silver along the
side behind the front wheels and silver has also been

applied to bumpers and 
the exhaust.  In real life, 
only about 5200 were made
of the 2+2, of which about a quarter survive today.

SCALE PRICE
JAGV12001 1:43 £21.95

NEWJaguar V12 - Light Blue

NEW
Tooling!

Jaguar XK150 FHC - Carmen Red 

SCALE PRICE
LE004 1:43 £21.95

NEWLotus Elan +2 -
Black/Silver

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
JAGXK150003 1:43 £21.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN SCALE PRICE
HPL004 1:43 £21.95

Humber Pullman Limo - 
Old English White



Scania 420 8-Wheel Crane Lorry - D R McLeod
A very popular livery launches the newly tooled
Oxford 1:76 scale Scania crane lorry.  The vehicle is
registered SY09 AOX, and in real life is typical of the
high specification associated with Scania’s wide range
of multi-purpose trucks.  Our tractor unit is
decorated in the bright blue and yellow D R McLeod
livery and has the addition of two orange beacons
and four spotlights mounted above the windscreen.
The bright orange crane sits on the front of the blue
and grey flatbed trailer.  The wheel inserts and fuel
tank are also red, while the rear mudguards, cab
interior and front grille are all finished in black. 

ERF LV Flatbed - Red
Our newly tooled flatbed is based on an ERF
truck registered PGV 624H from 1969.  The LV
(Long Vue) cab with its stylish appearance, one-piece
windscreen and luxury internal fittings, was unveiled in 
1962 at the Earls Court Commercial Motor Show.  
Our model is decorated in bright red with black chassis,
mudguards and bumpers and a light brown flatbed floor.
Note the one-piece windscreen as per the original and the
large ERF lettering on the black radiator grille.  We’ll leave it to 
you to choose an appropriate load from this era of heavy haulage.

Atkinson 8-Wheel Flatbed Lorry - Chivers
Our flatbed lorry, registered LER 760, is predominantly
turquoise with brown planked out flatbed floor and

white lettering, including one of their famous slogans and
the Royal Crest on the cab doors, indicating their Royal
patronage.  The later Atkinson logo appears on the

radiator grille and Chivers Jams is printed above the
front windscreen.  There’s quite a lot of nostalgia
incorporated in this little lorry, despite its simplicity,
which brings to mind the jar of Chivers Thick Cut
Marmalade on many a breakfast table in our youth!

Container - Green
We are pleased to include the second release of
an undecorated bright green modern curtainside
container which you can personalise if you wish
or leave in its pristine state.  The rear features all
the technical graphics that feature on the back of
a similar real-life container its scale is in keeping
with the Oxford range of contemporary flatbed
trucks currently in the range.

NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE

NEWContainer - Green

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76CONT002 1:76 £7.95

SCALE PRICE
76SC110002 1:76 £15.95

NEWScania 110 Flatbed - BRS 

Scania 110 Flatbed Trailer - BRS
We reviewed the newly tooled Scania 110 Flatbed in
Issue 165 when it was also decorated in BRS livery
but in an unusual blue and white Midlands colour
scheme.  For this second release, it comes in their

traditional red livery with white British Road Services
Limited lettering.  Registered UFC K, the flatbed section is

‘planked out’ in brown and a silver finish has been applied to
door handles, steps and the exhaust.  Another very fine detail
sees the Scania 110 Super marque faithfully reproduced in
silver on the radiator grille. 

SCALE PRICE
76ATKL002 1:76 £12.95

NEWAtkinson 8-Wheel
Flatbed Lorry - Chivers

SCALE PRICE
76LV001 1:76 £13.95

NEWERF LV Flatbed - Red

SCALE PRICE
76SCL001 1:76 £15.95

NEWScania 420 8-Wheel 
Crane Lorry - D R Macleod



Land Rover Series II Tow Truck - Bronze Green
Our open-backed Land Rover is given a new use this time as a
towing truck, complete with a bright yellow pristine towing winch
facing towards the back of the flatbed section.  We’ve also added
a tow bar to the front bumper, which is always useful if you
need to pull a vehicle out of a country ditch!  Painted in deep
bronze green with the same coloured wheel inserts and a
dark green interior, the model is registered 4772 DD and
would look good in any country landscape in 1:76 scale.  

Land Rover Series II Station Wagon - British Railways
This is another great model for 00 gauge model railway enthusiasts.
Decorated in the crimson and cream of British Railways, our Station
Wagon variation of the Land Rover Series II is registered 61 PRO
and is depicted as belonging to the Signal Engineers Department at
Crewe, reference 1229 S M, which is printed on both doors.  
The British Railways totem of cream lettering out of the crimson
body colour is also printed beneath the rear side window on each
side of the Land Rover, as well as appearing above the rear door.
Clever silver masking defines the riveted edges to each side of the rear
and the front grille is also silver over a masked matt black background
to replicate the signature Land Rover radiator and light configuration. 

1:76 SCALE

Ford Anglia Van-
British Rail 

Land Rover
Series II -
British 
Rail 

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2001 1:76 £4.75

SCALE PRICE
76ANG037 1:76 £4.45

Ford Transit MkI Recovery - AA Bedford OY Dropside - BRS BSA Motorcycle and Sidecar - AA 

SCALE PRICE
76BSA001 1:76 £3.95

SCALE PRICE
76FTB002 1:76 £9.95

SCALE PRICE
76BD006 1:76 £10.95

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2009 1:76 £4.95

NEWLand Rover SII Tow
Truck - Bronze Green

SCALE PRICE
76DEF009 1:76 £4.75

NEWLand Rover Defender - AA

Land Rover Defender - AA
The long wheelbase Defender is the perfect vehicle for
organisations such as the AA and it is in its element as used by
the Special Operations Response Team.  
In the 1:76 scale model, registered AK53 TXJ, we think you’ll
agree that the extremely high level of decoration and detail is
amazing.  The very modern AA image sees its logo on all sides,
including the bonnet, as well as on the specially fitted roof
lightbars.  Painted in the AA signature yellow and black,
additional colour sees the rear of the vehicle with the high
visibility chevron effect and the Special Operations Response
Team lettering in black out of a bright red filling the back
window, above the spare wheel.

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2010 1:76 £4.95

NEWLand Rover SII 
Station Wagon - BR



1:76 SCALE
Burrell Scenic Showmans Locomotive - 
Dragon Anderton & Rowland
Anderton & Rowland are one of the most
famous and oldest names in Showman
history, established in the West
Country in the mid 1850s by Albert
H Haslem, a variety artist, who teamed
up with Professor Anderson, a conjuror.
After the Professor’s death, Albert took
on the stage name of Professor Anderton
and toured the company with his magic
show, eventually becoming Anderton &
Rowland.  Later, the family married into
another famous Showman family, the De Veys,
who are still running the business today.  
The intricately detailed model in crimson and
gold with a white roof and registered CO
4485 would have been used to power the
Anderton & Rowland ‘Golden Dragons’ ride, inscribed along
one side just below the roof, while on the other side the
lettering states it as being ‘The Pride of the Fens’.  You can also see
the vehicle name ‘Dragon’ printed just off centre on the main body
of the locomotive.  Some interesting printing on the front of the
locomotive identifies it as being The Burrell Locomotive and round
the edge is the name of W Chamberlin, Amusements Caterers, 
who must have had a finger in the pie somewhere in the business! 

Morris J Ice Cream - Tonibell
Due to a mix up, this item has already featured in the globe incorrectly
as a new item.  You will be pleased 
to know this item is now available 
to order!

Mobile Trailer - Hard Wok CaféMorris J
Ice Cream
San Remo 
Carters
Steam 
Fair

Bobs Hot Dogs Mobile Trailer

SCALE PRICE
76TR001 1:76 £6.95

SCALE PRICE
76TR007 1:76 £6.95

SCALE PRICE
76MJ006 1:76 £4.75

Pat Collins
The Major
Scammell
Showtrac

Fowler B6 Crane Marstons Duke of
York (Dorset)

Fowler Road
Roller -
Fippenny
Queen/ 
A.W. Field

SCALE PRICE
76FSR003 1:76 £11.95

SCALE PRICE
76SST002 1:76 £11.95

SCALE PRICE
76FCR001 1:76 £14.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMorris J Ice Cream - Tonibell
SCALE PRICE

76MJ007 1:76 £4.75

SCALE PRICE
76BUR004 1:76 £13.95

NEWBurrell Showmans Loco -
Dragon Anderton & Rowland



Leyland Royal Tiger - Maidstone & District 
Motor Services Ltd
The Leyland Royal Tiger was manufactured
between 1950-1954 as an underfloor engined
heavyweight single deck bus or coach
chassis.  It was used by many of the major
bus companies including Southdown,
Barton Transport and Wallace Arnold.  
Our fourth release sees the Leyland in
another well-known livery - Maidstone 
and District Motor Services Ltd, whose
Mid Brunswick Green and cream colour
scheme is offset by elaborate gold lettering,
the same green coachlines along the side and 
lots of gleaming chrome work.  The interior is 
also moulded in dark green and the chassis is black.  
The distinctive open-mouthed Tiger badge is printed on
the front with Leyland printed above it and on each of
the wings reads Royal (offside) and Tiger (nearside).
Our model is en route from its Knightrider Street Depot

as the E4 to London and is registered OKO 22.  Its speed
limit is also registered on the side of the coach as 30
mph., so passengers were able to sit back and relax for a
while, although without the amount of traffic or the M25,
it was probably quicker than it is today!

Commer Commando - BEA
Following on from the BOAC livery on the new Commer
Commando passenger transport vehicle which we
reviewed in Issue 77, we introduce the British European
Airways (BEA) liveried version, providing transport for
their passengers between city centre air terminals and
the airport.  Decorated in two-tone grey with maroon
and white lettering, the interior relieves the sombre
appearance with bright blue panels and dark red
seats.  Registered TMG 114, the BEA lettering
and winged logo is printed on the front and
sides of the vehicle.  Despite its simplicity, the
model reminds us of an exciting age in
passenger air transport and unknown overseas
holiday destinations, which were often beyond the 
means of most ordinary people. 

Morris J Van - Devon General
Devon General is another of those leading bus companies of
yesteryear whose colour scheme is immediately identifiable.
The maroon and cream bodywork extended to their support
vehicles as well as their bus fleet and the Morris J Van was a
perfect choice as a utility van, working out of any Devon
General depot.  In this case it is being used as a Parcels

Service, registered MTT 393 and certainly
deserves a place amongst your Devon
General bus fleet of 
the day.

SCALE PRICE
76COM003 1:76 £14.95

NEWCommer Commando - BEA

NEWMorris J Van - 
Devon General

SCALE PRICE
76MJ009 1:76 £4.75

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger -
Maidstone & District

SCALE PRICE
76LRT004 1:76 £14.95

SCALE PRICE
76IRZ001 1:76 £18.95

Scania Irizar - PB Eireann
SCALE PRICE

76OWB009 1:76 £13.95

Bedford OWB - Bournemouth Corp.



SCALE PRICE
72DR001 1:72 £32.95

DH Dragon Rapide - BEA

SCALE PRICE
72AA001 1:72 £32.95

Avro Anson Mk1 - 500 Squadron
RAF Detling 1940

Kawanishi N1K2 343 Kokuta 301
Hikotai 1945

SCALE PRICE
AC045 1:72 £13.95

SCALE PRICE
AC004 1:72 £12.95

Junkers Ju-87 Stuka

SCALE PRICE
AC025 1:72 £14.95

Fairey Swordfish

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
MODEL

AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:72 SCALE
AVIATION

Grumman TBF/M
Avenger - George HW

Bush, VT51 USS Jacinto 1943
The Grumman TBF Avenger was a

torpedo bomber developed for the US
Navy and Marine Corps, although its use

was eventually extended for use by several
other air and naval services round the

world, including the Royal Navy.
Manufactured by Grumman, it entered service

in 1942 and became one of the outstanding
torpedo bombers of WWII.  The crew complement

was three - pilot, turret gunner and
radioman/bombardier/gunner.  After the end of the

conflict, it was modified and remained in use into the
1960s.  During its life, almost 10,000 Grumman
Avengers were manufactured. One of the notable
Avenger pilots was future US President George H W
Bush and it is his aircraft which is now the subject of

our Oxford model.  It is reproduced in the livery in
which he flew the TBM Avenger off the light aircraft carrier
USS Jacinto in 1943.

Decorated with a sea grey upper side and light grey
underbody, the lettering and US insignia are all

printed in white.  The American Star, complete
with white bar, is faithfully reproduced on the

port side upper and lower wing and both sides of
the fuselage.  An interesting addition is the black painted

walkway, which runs the length of both upper sides between
the fuselage and wings.  The gun barrels are also black and
the exhausts are well detailed in a ‘rusty’ dark brown. 
Given its historical background, this aircraft makes an
interesting addition to any WWII model collection.

SCALE PRICE
AC046 1:72 £13.95

Grumman Avenger - GHW
Bush VT51 USS Jacinto 1943 NEW

AVIATION 1:72
SCALE



SCALE PRICE
NFG003 1:148 £4.95

NEWFoden FG Dropside -
Pickfords

Foden FG Dropside - Pickfords
The Foden cab is used here with a dropside trailer in the familiar
and highly popular midnight blue and white Pickfords livery.
Registered SKA 476, the model comes with a black chassis, red
wheel inserts and fine white
coachlines on the sides of the
cab.  Note too the intricate 
and colourful Pickfords (British
Road Services) crest on the 
cab doors. 

N SCALE

SS Jaguar - Cream

SCALE PRICE
NJSS001 1:148 £3.75

NEWGuy Arab Utility - Midland
Red - Correct Colour

Foden FG Round Tanker - Milk Marketing Board
Our little 1:148 scale Foden milk tanker is full of detail and colour on all
sides.  The model is decorated in dark Brunswick Green and features one
of the Milk Marketing Board’s popular slogans of the day ‘Had your daily
pinta yet’ along the sides, as well as 
its two-tone blue and white Milk logo.  
The logo is also printed across the 
back of the cylindrical tanker. 

Scania R Highline Curtainside -
Knights of Old
This Scania R Highline Curtainside
looks great in the livery of the
Northamptonshire based haulage
company.  Featuring a ‘personalised’
number plate KF62 KOO, the truck
features a bright blue and yellow colour
scheme, with the ‘Knight’s Charger and
Lance’ logo printed on the trailer sides,
the cab doors and on the back, which in
itself is also very heavily detailed.  
Small is definitely beautiful here! 

Scania T Cab Tipper - Metropolitan Demolition
Metropolitan Demolition and Excavation Ltd were
established in 1966 and the truck graphics advertise
this and their service of Low Loader Hire.
Decorated in bright yellow and red, there are
lots of interesting little features, including the
suggestive lettering ‘On the Pull’ on the back
of the cab!  The front bumper has a red and
white chevron finish below the distinctive
Scania radiator grille and even the bonnet
carries the Metropolitan Demolition name.
Difficult to miss and certainly eye-catching!

Bedford Pantechnicon -
Pickfords

SCALE PRICE
NBP002 1:148 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
NUT003_1 1:148 £5.95

SCALE PRICE
NTCAB004 1:148 £11.95

NEWScania T Cab Tipper -
Metropolitan Demolition

SCALE PRICE
NSCA004 1:148 £11.95

NEWScania R Highline
Curtainside - Knights of Old 

SCALE PRICE
NFG002 1:148 £4.75

NEWFoden FG Round Tanker -
Milk Marketing Board

Guy Arab Utility - Midland Red - Correct Colour
The release of the NUT003 was
disappointing as we made an error at the
factory and a white panel appeared on 
the model. 
We are now releasing the NUT003_1
which has the correct colouring.
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AR86 AR85 AR84AR87AR88AR89AR90

AR93 AR92 AR91AR94AR95AR96AR97

AR100 AR99 AR98AR101AR102AR43aAR51b

AR103 Toyota Album: Toyota is now the leading car manufacturer in the
world by sales volume. This publication tells the story of how it reached that
position. Toyota was transformed into a motor vehicle manufacturing
company by Kiichiro Toyoda, the son of the founder, Sakichi Toyoda. 

Toyota did not take the easy route of building cars under licence from
European makers to get into the postwar car market.  Instead they
chose to plough their own furrow.  Toyota usually stuck to what it
does best; making best-selling cars for world markets. AR103

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

SCALE
76BD018 1:76

Bedford OW Luton
Platinum 2014

Platinum Vehicle 2014 - Bedford OW Luton
The Platinum vehicle can be claimed by Platinum members this
month, just tick the spot on the pricelist of select code 76BD018
on our website. If ordering by telephone, please advise our
assistants. If your order is over £5.00 (excluding postage) then
delivery cost is free, otherwise there is a £1.95 handling charge.


